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BROUGHT TO YOU BY
SAFETY EXPRESS

TORONTO   |  VANCOUVER   |  KELOWNA   |  CALGARY   |  EDMONTON   |  SASKATOON   |  WINNIPEG   |  OTTAWA   |  MONTRÉAL   |  QUÉBEC   |  MONCTON   |  HALIFAX

800-465-3898             safetyexpress.com

You are likely already aware that Safety Express offers a comprehensive line of equipment for purchase that 
includes our industry’s most reputable brands.  

Did you know that Safety Express also has an extensive rental inventory as an 
alternative to purchasing? 

When considering whether to purchase equipment or rent, there are a few factors to consider: 

Project Length or Frequency
Understanding how long or how often you will be using the equipment would be the first step in assessing the best option 
for you.  If you only need the equipment for a short time, renting may be a more cost effective solution.  If you are working 
on a long term project or you have the same projects frequently, purchasing may be more advantageous.

EQUIPPING YOU FOR SUCCESS

Surface Preparation Media 
Blasting 

Thermal 
Imaging 

Extractors Negative Air 
Machines 

Airmovers &
Dehumidifiers 

Vacuums

www.safetyexpress.com
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Cost of Ownership versus Renting

Another factor is the cost of ownership versus the cost of renting.  The cost of ownership often includes maintenance as 
well as storage when the equipment is not in use.  

Some hints on how to compare these costs:

Financial Situation
Another factor to consider in your decision is your current financial situation.  Do you currently have the capital to buy or is 
renting a better option right now?  

Some additional options to weigh in if considering a purchase:

Purchase last year’s model. Our clearance webpage offers plenty of options to purchase equipment at exten-
sively discounted rates in an effort to clear out last year’s inventory and make room for newer models. 

Lease your equipment. Leasing requires less initial expense which helps to manage cash flow.  Safety Express’
leasing partners offer lease to own programs with flexible terms to suit your needs.

Contact your local Safety Express today to discuss your equipment needs!

Cost to Rent = Rental Rate X Rental Period (Days/Weeks/Months) + Delivery & Pick up Fees
Rental per day = Rental cost / Rental  Days
Rental cost per hour of use = Rental Cost / expected hours of use

Cost to Own = Purchase Cost + Delivery, Maintenance, Insurance – resale value 
Ownership per day = Ownership Cost / Ownership period (days) 
Ownership cost per hour of use = Ownership Cost / Expected hours of use

www.safetyexpress.com
https://safetyexpress.com/Clearance/

